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Outline of the talk

� Review of the classic approach : PDF of returns
� Inverse Statistics Approach

�  Based investment horizons 
� Illustration of the method by an empirical study 

for the  DJIA
� Optimal investment horizon
� Asymmetry

� Conclusions
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The Classic PDF of Return Approach

∆ t

Log Price :   s(t) = ln S(t)
Return      :   

∆ t

� The performance of an asset is 
classically quantified by the 
PDF of returns for a set of fixed 
time scale

� Fixes      : 
� Studies   :             ;                    

   
� Should investors not care 

about fixed return levels?

r∆ t t =s t+∆ t �s t

p r∆ t
p r ∼r� µ+1

DJIA (1896−2001)
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The Investment Horizon Approach 

Method : From time t, monitor the return for increasing       until
                                 , then the Investment Horizon is             .
               Study  performance of the asset by the PDF :             .

r∆ t t ≥ρ τρ=∆ t

ρ=0.05

r∆ t t ≥ρ

p τρ

∆ t

Example : DJIA with t=400 and

t=400 t+∆ t=674

τρ t =∆ t=274
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How is this related to Inverse Statistics?

For Brownian Motion we know:

s t+∆ t �s t ∼ ∆ t
If we assume for a minute that one can forget about the average in the above 
equation, then one naively obtains by inversion (if the average exists) :

∆ t r∆ t=ρ ,t ∼ρ2

The PDF,                 , used in defining the average above is an example of 
Inverse Statistics  [ Jensen, PRL 83, 76 (1999) ]

pρ ∆ t

Investment Horizon distributions are the "natural" candidates 
for Inverse Statistics in Economics !
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Ex: Geometrical Brownian Motion (GBM)

p t = 1
π

a

t3⁄2
exp �a2

t

p t ∼t H�2

� The scaling of the first return 
time of s(t) (         ) is known for 
all Hurst exponents H:                
                                                   
               

� The full distribution (at level a) 
is only known for BM                  
                                                   
                                                   
                                          
(Inverse Gaussian drist.)

p(t) got a maximum at:

Reference : Rangarajan and Ding, Phys. Lett. A 273, 322 (2000).
                   Grimmet and Stirzaker, Probability and Random Proc. (1994)

t max=
2

3
a2ρ=0
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An Empirical Study for DJIA

� s(t)=lnS(t) Non−stationary
� Wavelet filtering removes drift 

on a scale larger the 1000 days   
                                                     
                                                     
                                  Noise term       

                                 Drift term               
                 

� The detrended time−series         
 is used in the statistical study

Daily DJIA prices (1896−2001)

s t =W t +s̃ t

s̃ t
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The Empirical PDF (for DJIA)

 Fitted parameters :

Generalized Gamma Distribution:

p t =
ν

Γ
α
ν

β2α

t+t0
α+1

e
�

β2

t+t
0

ν
Optimal Inv. Horizon

α=0.5, β=4.5, ν=2.4, t 0=11.2

p t ∼ t+t0
� α+1 , t+t0»β2

BM :α=0.5,ν=1,β=a,t
0
=0
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Optimal Investment Horizon 

The maximum of the PDF,             ,defines the Optimal Investment Horizon
for the asset, and it is given by (when assuming the form of the fitted PDF):        

p τρ

τρ
∗ =β2 ν

α+1

1
ν
�t0

The prediction for GBM 

Found Empirically 

*  We are far from the GBM assumption for 
    small levels
*  As the level is increased, we approach the 
   GBM assumption, but not quite....

Is this behavior comparable to what happens 
to the PDF of returns when        is increased?∆ t

τρ
∗ ∼ργ
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Asymmetric Optimal Investment Horizon 

A pronounced draw−up draw−down asymmetry !

� The draw−downs are faster the the draw−ups
� The method was designed to quantitatively detect such an asymmetry

� Explanation : "Investors psychology" 
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Conclusions

� Introduced new set of novel distributions (inverse stat.)
� The Investment Horizon Distribution (IHD)

� Studied the optimal investment horizon
� Quantitatively shown that draw−downs are faster then 

draw−ups                                                                          
 

� Speculations:  Could Inverse Statistics be characteristic 
for systems showing extreme events?                        
[Turbulence: M. H. Jensen, PRL 83, 76 (1999) ]

Reference:  Simonsen et al., Eur. Phys. J. B 27, 583 (2002)


